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Abstract—Time-Sensitive Networking emerged as a convergent
Ethernet-based real-time networking standard for industrial
applications. To support real-time, jitter-free isochronous traffic
the corresponding TSN mechanism denoted Time Aware Shaper
requires special hardware support. In this work, we propose
a path to building TSN networks on top of programmable
switches. Specifically, we show here how to leverage a data
structure amenable to programmable data planes known as Pushin First-out (PIFO) queue to support TSN traffic scheduling for
isochronous real-time, as well as, best effort traffic.
Index Terms—TSN, IEEE802.1Qbv, PIFO, scheduling

PIFO structure. Note that the PIFO queuing concept supports
hierarchical queueing, which are drained from the root [1].
II. S CHEDULED T RAFFIC USING PIFO QUEUES
The Time Aware Shaper has a port cycle time, and up to
eight priority queues, that can be opened and closed subject to
hardware-specific time-granularity. A frame is not transmitted
out of a queue if there is not enough time available until the
next gate close instruction.
Root PIFO

I. I NTRODUCTION
Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) has risen in recent years
as an approach to convergent real-time networking standard with deterministic guarantees for industrial applications.
Currently, TSN relies on special switching hardware which
deterministic ensures latency guarantees for a handful of
given scheduling mechanisms. One popular mechanism for
scheduling real-time flows is the Time Aware Shaper (TAS),
standardized in IEEE 802.1Qbv. It allows the programming
of cyclic open and close instructions regulating queues with
strict priority transmission selection at supported switch output
ports. These instructions allow providing so called scheduled
traffic, i.e. the real-time traffic class, with predefined transmission windows for jitter and loss free communication.
Push-In-First-Out (PIFO) [1] queues can be regarded as a
priority queuing concept, designed for line-rate deployability
in hardware. Packets can be inserted at an arbitrary position in
the queue, but are always dequeued from the head. Enqueueing
a packet at a certain position corresponds to the rank of that
packet relative to the enqueued packets. This versatile concept
allows expressing different types of schedulers such as priority
and Least Slack Time First schedulers [1]. Current trends
allow anticipating upcoming off-the-shelf switching hardware
with PIFO support, e.g. as an extension to P4 data-plane
programmable switches.
In this work, we propose utilizing PIFO queues to express
the main functionality of the TSN Time Aware Shaper mechanism. We show how it can be used to realize non-overlapping
scheduled traffic. Using a queuing model like PIFO requires
the computation of a rank at the time of enqueue, and in addition, the design of an appropriate hierarchical queue structure,
such that the desired scheduling algorithm can be mapped to a
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Fig. 1: Hierarchical PIFO queue structure to support scheduled
traffic (ST) windows and best-effort (BE) traffic. Each queueelement is sorted by its rank. The root references PIFO
queues of the leaf. The shaper is responsible for enqueuing
ST references when the clock reaches the assigned rank.
We consider two classes of traffic that are supported by
our approach: (a) scheduled traffic (ST), which has cyclic
windows designated for pre-computed real-time flows, and (b)
best-effort (BE) traffic, which does not receive service guarantees. Scheduled traffic windows are provided by scheduling
algorithms such as [2]. Using a PIFO queue hierarchy as
depicted in Fig. 1, we can ensure that scheduled traffic packets
are transmitted in their designated time-slots. This is enabled
by a secondary shaping PIFO queue, which holds back the
enqueuing of references to the scheduled traffic queue into the
root PIFO until the time of their designated window is reached.
The scheduled time at the initial enqueue of a scheduled packet
also directly gives the packet rank, i.e. its order.
A naive approach is to let the root PIFO queue prioritize
all scheduled traffic and de-prioritizes all best-effort traffic by
assigning a rank of 1 for best-effort and 0 for scheduled traffic
at the root PIFO. However, applying this approach would
introduce jitter for scheduled traffic windows. This occurs
when the transmission time of best-effort traffic overlaps with
the reserved window of scheduled traffic (cf. Fig. 2), and may
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Additional Jitter

scheduled traffic windows, if the packet size permits. However,
if there are gaps of less than one MTU, this approach cannot
populate these gaps, due to the safety margin within the
window-size variable. To support this, it would require new
entries in the LUT for different possible BE packet sizes.
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Fig. 2: BE packets scheduled using PIFO just before scheduled
traffic windows can result in additional jitter per hop.
repeat if multiple packets are transmitted within the reserved
window. This per-hop jitter is bounded by the transmission
time of the best-effort packet MTU, e.g. 12µs at 1Gbps with
1514byte packets. In standard TAS this behavior is avoided as
the gate responsible for best-effort traffic can be closed when
a scheduled traffic gate is open. Furthermore, TAS switches
use implicit or explicit guard-bands to ensure no BE frame
overlaps onto scheduled traffic windows.
To ensure this behavior with our approach we need to
provide the guard-band functionality using the PIFO concept.
Since we cannot delay the BE queue like a standard TAS,
BE packets need to be scheduled dynamically based on the
reserved scheduled traffic windows at the corresponding port.
This must be done at each hop along a network path of a
stream. Note that dynamical scheduling of BE packets in the
proposed approach is not trivial, since loops are not directly
supported by programmable switching hardware [3]. Hence,
we cannot shift the scheduled time of new BE packets until
the scheduled time is cleared of the reserved window.
Our approach relies on a look-up table (LUT), as depicted in
Fig. 3, to provide this behavior. By segmenting the port cycle
into scheduled and non-scheduled windows, we can lookup
the required information to avoid overlaps of BE packets onto
scheduled traffic. For each window we keep a vector with (i)
the number of time-units until the next reserved scheduled
traffic window, (ii) the next scheduled traffic window-size, as
well as (iii) the beginning time of the current window. All
time-points are relative to the start of the port cycle time.
The sum of a window’s vector will correspond to the next
possible insertion position relative to the beginning of a cycle.
Therefore, the next window-size must point to a timepoint, where at least one MTU-sized best-effort packet can
be scheduled without overlapping onto a reserved window,
i.e. reserved window gaps smaller than one MTU are ignored.
The rank calculation of the best-effort shaper is sketched in
Alg. 1, with last_BE_endtime representing the time point,
at which the transmission of the last scheduled best-effort
packet ends. This and the rank are the only modified state.
A LUT can be implemented within a programmable switch
using match-action units. The contained tables support range
matches, which in turn support the retrieval of the windowvector. In case no range matches are supported by the device,
they can be realized by multiple prefix or exact matches.
The approach illustrated here is comparable to using implicit
guard-bands. A best-effort packet is sent before reserved
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Fig. 3: Look-up table encodes the number of time-units until
the next reserved window, as well as the size of the next
reserved window. When used with range-lookups the table
must also reference the beginning of the matched range.
Algorithm 1: Rank for Best-Effort PIFO Queue Shaper
Data: Packet p(frameduration);
last_BE_endtime;
if last_BE_endtime < NOW then
last_BE_endtime = NOW;
rel_pos_start = last_BE_endtime % CYCLE_TIME;
lut = LUT(rel_pos_start);
slots_available = lut.begin - rel_pos_start +
lut.free_slots;
if slots_available < p.frameduration then
p.rank
= last_BE_endtime - rel_pos_start +
P
i lut.i;
else
p.rank = last_BE_endtime;
last_BE_endtime = p.rank + p.frameduration;

III. C ONCLUSION
In this work we presented a novel approach for replacing
special time-sensitive networking hardware by programmable
of-the-shelf switches with PIFO queues. We showed how to
use PIFO queues to schedule real-time TSN traffic together
with best-effort traffic. We provided an algorithm that can be
directly implemented on programmable switches with a PIFO
programmable traffic manager to isolate scheduled traffic from
best-effort traffic using a guard-band functionality.
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